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1. BUSINESS CASE: 
 

Company ABC requires the ability to charge their customers interest on overdue accounts: 

• Require the ability to control interest rate at company level (default) and at customer 

level. 

• Require the ability to review and delete the calculated interest 
 

2. PROBLEM: 
 

Current functionality in VISUAL calculates interest and includes this on the customer 

statement, but the interest charge is not actually booked against the customer’s accounts 

receivable (A/R) balance.  Furthermore the current functionality does not take into 

consideration the due date codes saved in the customer master. 

 

3. CURRENT PROCESS: 
 

The only current process is to manually calculate interest on overdue accounts and charge 

this via Accounts Receivable > A/R Invoicing > Invoice / Adjustment Entry. 

 

4. LIMITATIONS: 
 

No modifications to existing A/R reports to include/exclude interest invoices – it will always 

be included. 

 

Sales reports and analysis will not include interest charges. 

 

Automatic creation of interest invoices in Accounts Receivable > A/R Invoicing > Invoice / 

Adjustment Entry will be as type D or C. 

 

Interest cannot be calculated and charged on overdue interest invoices. 

 

5. ASSUMPTIONS: 
 

This is a custom modification that is controlled by a new Custom Business Rule 65. 
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6. CONDITIONS: 
 

The new functionality described in this functional specification document replaces all existing 

functionality regarding interest calculation associated with BR A/R 3 (Interest Charges on 

Customer Statements), however, BR A/R #3 will still control the functionality for memo-only 

invoices on statements for customers that do not have the new flag on the customer master 

turned on. 

 

There are no changes to existing business rule required.  Existing BR A/R 3 will continue to 

control whether interest can be calculated or not.  In other words, if flag = false, then 

Accounts Receivable > Statements > Charge Interest function will not be available.  BR A/R 

3 does not control the menu functionality it only controls whether the interest will print on 

the statement.  No change was made here. 

 

The Interest Charge flag combined with the Invoice (new field) selections, both found in 

customer master, will control whether calculated interest will be an actual AR entry or just a 

memo.  

 

Posting of interest by branch (see section 8.2 below) necessitates populating the warehouse 

field in customer master (which also controls profit posting for sales orders).  If posting by 

branch and no warehouse is defined in customer master, then the posting will be to 

org/branch 00/0000. 

 

All new fields are hidden if new BR is off. 

 

7. SOLUTION: 
 

The proposed solution has seven components as follows: 

 

� Changes to Company Info screen. 

� Changes to Currency Master file. 

� Changes to Customer Master file. 

� New user interface to launch interest calculation. 

� New interest calculation formula. 

� New user interface to review interest calculations. 

� Posting of interest charges to general ledger. 
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8. DETAILED ANALYSIS: 
 

8.1 CHANGES TO COMPANY INFO SCREEN 
 

The Company Info screen (Company Setup > Company Info) has been changed to 

accommodate a default annual interest rate and a default number of days for the interest 

calculation (see highlighted in red below in figure 1). 

Entry into the interest rate field will be a whole number between 0.00 places (it has to be 

allowed to be zero for sites that are not using the interest rate) and 100.00 with two 

decimal expressed as a percentage.  Thus to enter 20.00%, the user would enter 20, to 

enter 18.50%, the user would enter 18.5. 

Entry into the Days field will be an integer between 0 and 365. 

 
Figure 1 
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8.2 CHANGES TO CURRENCY MASTER FILE 
The currency master file (General Ledger > G/L Master Files > Currencies) needs to be 

modified.  Following are the characteristics of the changes to the existing screen (refer to 

figure 2 below): 

� Need field to define G/L control account for charged interest (circled in red). 

o User will be able to park and zoom to search and select from existing G/L 

accounts 

o User will control whether posted by branch or not in appropriate field. 

 
Figure 2 

 
 

Developer Note: new fields are only visible if BR is on. 
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8.3 CHANGES TO CUSTOMER MASTER FILE 
The existing customer master file already has a flag for Interest Charge.  The change 

required is that if this flag is true, then a second flag appears labelled Invoice that the user 

sets to true to ensure that calculated interest creates an accounts receivable entry (i.e. an 

AR Invoice).  Additionally the customer master will have new fields to input override 

annualized interest rate and number of days for the interest calculation (see circled in red in 

figure 3 below).  These fields can be left blank, but numbers are input, the interest rate 

must be between 0.01 and 100.00 and the days must be between 0 and 365. 

Note that a value of 0 in the customer master for either of these fields will indicate to use 

the default value stored against the Company Info record 

 
Figure 3 
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8.4 NEW USER INTERFACE TO LAUNCH INTEREST CALCULATION 
There currently exists a function called A/R Interest Posting (found under Accounts 

Receivable > Statements).  If BR A/R3 is false, then this function is not available. 

 

The following represents the new user interface (see figure 4 below) launched when 

selecting the A/R function.  Note that this new user interface replaces the existing interface.  

The characteristics of the new screen are: 

A. Calculate interest as of:  Default value will be current date.  User can park in field to 
enter value or zoom to select using calendar.  This date will be used in new 

calculation below. 

B. Customer:  User can park in field to enter a value or zoom to select from customer 

browse.  Alternatively the field can be left blank for all customers.  In either case, 

the Interest Charge flag on the customer master must be active to allow calculation 

of an interest charge. 

C. Process button:  Selecting this button will take the user to the next screen (see 
section 8.5 below).  When selecting process and if calculating for all customers, if no 

default interest rate has been saved in the company info screen, the user should be 

presented with a message stating: “Cannot calculate interest.  Default interest rate 

has not been defined in Company Info.”  There will be an OK button in this message 

to return the user to the screen presented in figure 4.  If running for a specified 

customer and there is no override interest rate in the customer master, logic should 

check for the default interest rate in company info, and if missing there, present the 

user with message: “Cannot calculate interest.  No interest rate defined for customer 

or for company.” 

D. Exit button:  Selecting this button returns the user to the previous menu. 

 
Figure 4 
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8.5 NEW INTEREST CALCULATION 
The following is the required new calculation for interest calculation to be performed for all 

customers having the Charge Interest flag on in the customer master: 

 

 

Interest = if{[Calculate Interest as of date – Invoice date > New Interest Days 

field] and [Date of Last Interest Calculation month <    current month], [((Interest 

Rate/100) / 12 months)(Overdue Amount)], otherwise do not calculate interest} 

 

where 

 

Interest – rounded to nearest penny. 

 

Interest Rate – expressed as an annual figure (i.e. 20.00%)  Calculation will use default rate 

stored in Company Info unless an override rate is specified in customer master. 

 

New Interest Days field – calculation will use default days stored in Company Info unless a 

non-zero override number of days is specified in customer master. 

 

Overdue Amount – if invoice is past due date as determined by terms code on customer 

master (use existing functionality for due date determination).  Note that a previously 

generated A/R Invoice for interest (as identified by new flag – see section 8.7 below) is 

exempted from interest calculation. 

 

The new calculation is performed on each invoice individually and total interest for a 

customer is the sum of the calculations. 

 

8.6 NEW USER INTERFACE TO REVIEW CALCULATED INTEREST CHARGES 
 

Once the interest charges are calculated they will be presented to the user in a new 

interface (see figure 4 below – note this new screen is almost identical to the 

Select/Deselect Customers screen that is in current functionality).  The characteristics of the 

new screen follow: 

A. Screen title:  Interest Processing 
B. Customer:  customer code - only those customers for whom interest has been 

calculated in current processing run are posted to screen.  User can sort this column 

by clicking on header.  User can also search in this column by parking on a record 

and typing customer code.  User can park on customer code and zoom to the 

Customer Browse screen. 

C. Name:  name corresponding to customer code in column B.  User can search in this 

column by parking on a record and typing customer name. 

D. Overdue Balance:  represents total of overdue amounts for which interest has been 

calculated. 

E. Interest:  calculated interest on overdue A/R balance.  Note user can sort 
(ascending/descending) this column by clicking on header.  User can also park on a 

calculated value and overwrite the calculated amount.  Note that if interest is 

overwritten, the date of last interest calculation must still be recorded. 

F. Tag:  User can individually tag rows for further processing. 
G. Details/Hide Details:  button description switches (i.e. toggle button) depending if on 

or off.  If button reads Details then details section below row of buttons is hidden.  If 

button reads Hide Details then details section below row of buttons is visible. 
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H. Tag/Untag:  button to allow tagging or untagging of row user is parked on depending 
on conditions. 

I. Tag All:  button to allow tagging of all rows. 
J. Untag All:  button to allow untagging of all rows. 
K. Process:  button to allow further processing of tagged rows. 
L. Exit:  button to exit screen without processing tagged rows. 
M. Details section:  for the row currently parked on, the details section displays the 

pertinent information including, listing of individual invoice numbers and 

corresponding order no., date of invoice, due date of invoice (as per terms code), 

date of last interest calculation for the invoice (note defaults to due date if no 

calculation previously performed on invoice), balance owing as of as at date, and 

calculated interest for the invoice.  Note if more invoices than can fit on the screen 

are listed, user can park and scroll down to see further detail.  User can park on an 

invoice number or order no. and zoom to that transaction. 

 
Figure 4 
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8.7 PROCESSING INTEREST CHARGES 
Once the Process button in figure 4 above is selected, an A/R Invoice/Adjustment 

transaction is generated for all customers where the Invoice flag is true.  Following are the 

characteristics of this transaction: 

• No tax calculated on the interest invoice, it’s just straight interest. 

• Due date for interest invoice will be as per terms code from customer master. 

• Invoice will be type D (Debit) but must be clearly identified on customer statements 

as an interest charge.  To accomplish this a new flag must be held against the A/R 

Invoice labelled Interest.  This flag will be visible if viewing the transaction but not 

dynamic.  User creating an A/R Invoice manually will not be able to select/deselect 

this flag (it’s information only). 

• Invoice must be posted via the Invoice/Adjusment Register (Accounts Receivable > 

A/R Invoicing > Invoice Adj. Register) to allow it to print as a line on the statement: 

o Invoice does not need to be printed to be posted. 

o Debit will be to accounts receivable control account as defined in currency 

master. 

o Credit will be to interest G/L account defined in accounts receivable control 

file (see 8.2 above). 

• As both the Charge Interest and Print A/R Statements functions are both found 

under Accounts Receivable > Statements, the post register function will be enabled 

in the same area to avoid jumping around in the menus. 

• Interest invoice will increase the A/R balance and will be included in calculation of 

credit limits. 

• If account is on any type of hold (credit, manual…) do not inhibit charging of interest 

on overdue balance. 

 

For all customers where the Invoice flag is false, the interest will be calculated (using the 

old interface modified to use the new calculation rules described above) and indicated as a 

memo on statements as it currently is with existing functionality. 

Note that this is a separate menu entry (Accounts Receivable > Statements > Manage 

Memo-only Interest) for calculating and processing the interest for memo-only customers as 

the existing processing involves multiple steps and could not be directly incorporated into 

the new program to calculate and apply interest.  Existing memo-only invoicing program 

was adapted to run based on due date and using new calculation incorporating last interest 

date but it is still only possible to run this once per month for statement-only interest 

charges.  This program runs as per existing system functionality with the exception that it 

uses the new calculation. 

 

8.8 MODIFICATIONS TO A/R INVOICES SCREEN 
A modification will be made to A/R Invoices screen to indicate that an invoice being viewed 

is an interest only invoice. 

A further modification will be made to prevent modifying an interest only invoice. 

However, an un-posted AR invoice can be deleted as like any other manually created AR 

Invoice. 

 

8.9 MODIFY EXISTING STATEMENT PRINT 
A modification will be made to existing statement printing program to not show the interest 

memo for customers with Invoice flag checked. 

The caption ‘Finance Charges’ will appear on the AR Invoices and the Statements wherever 

applicable. 

END 


